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LECTURE 1 (14 May 2015) 
Aims and Objectives 

At the end of this lecture students should understand the following: 

A. the definition of contract; 

B. the sources of contract law; 

C. the various classifications of contracts; 

D. the basic principles relating to answering problem questions; 

E. the nature of an offer and the circumstances in which an offer is made 

Introduction to Contract Law 

Text:  Radan & Gooley, Chapter 1 (see generally chapters 2, 3, 9, 26, 27, 28) 

The introduction to the subject of Contracts looks at the following issues: 

A. The definition of contract; 

B. The sources of contract law; 

C. The classification of contracts. 

D. Freedom of contract 

i) Capacity – who can enter into a contract 

ii) Illegality and restraints of trade 

 

Formation of Contract 

The Fact of Agreement: Offers 

Text:  Radan & Gooley, Chapter 4 (paras 4.1-4.73) 

Australian Woollen Mills Pty Ltd v Cth (1954) 92 CLR 424 

Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256  

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) [1953] 1 QB 401 

*Barry v Davies [2001] 1 All ER 944 

*Blackpool and Fylde Aero Club v Blackpool BC [1990] 1 WLR 1195 
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Contract 

• Contracts is about consensual obligations and what was the intention of each party at the time. 

• Contracts forms one arm in the law of obligations. The law of obligations is thought of as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of Contract Law 

• Forms of actions – your case must fit into a pre-defined set of fictional forms, if it didn’t you had no course 

of action. The most common form of action was debt. 

• A legal debt arises when you have an unconditionally accrued obligation to pay someone. 

o The idea is that someone has earned the payment. E.g. at 9am tomorrow you agree to pay me 

$20. At 9am one could say that your obligation has accrued. The question is has it unconditionally 

accrued? Has the other party fulfilled their part of the obligations? Until both parties have fulfilled 

their obligations there is no debt. (N.b. the other party does not have to fulfill their obligations 

immediately. They may not have to fulfill it until next week etc) 

o E.g. I order a coffee, the café begins to make it, I release I forgot my money, the coffee shop 

refuses to hand me the coffee. Is this breach of contract? Under the forms of action, No, they have 

not fulfilled their obligations until they hand me the coffee. Under the old system they have no 

course of action. Under the new System however they do under a unilateral contract. 

• Unilateral Contract. A contract where someone makes promise in return for someone doing 

something. I promise to pay you $3.5 in return for you making me a cup of coffee. The contract comes 

into existence when the person make me a cup of coffee.  

o The problem is this doesn’t account for a lot of transactions today. 

o You need to get to the point where you can simply enforce a promise. There is a difference 

between: 

i) I promise to pay you $3.5 if you make me a cup and coffee and; 

ii) I promise to pay you $3.5 if you promise to make me a cup of coffee 

iii) The exchange of promise is the exchange of contract. 

• Contract is important when thinking about credit. How will you enforce a promise? This is done by taking 

security. Previously, the action in debt was proprietary in nature. If I took a loan and didn’t pay, I would 

have to pay the bank back, not because I owe them money but because they own the money. When you 

were to deposit money in the bank, they now own the money.  

• Assumpsit. If you assume an obligation toward someone, provided the other party has fulfilled their 

bit, the law would enforce your obligations against you. If I paid you a some of money in return for the 

promise to do something, e.g. mow my law. You attempt to mow my lawn but do a poor job, an action in 

assumpsit would allow me to bring an action against them for trying and failing. This is called mis-

feasance. 

o Mis-Feasance has been further extended to not trying at all. E.g. I pay you to cut my lawn, you 

don’t even attempt to do so, you did nothing. Now I can sue to enforce the promise to cut my 

lawn. 

o The next step is the promise to pay in exchange for the promise to cut my lawn. As soon as 

promises are exchanged, a contract is formed. 

Law of Obligations 

Torts 

-Imposed obligations 

Contracts 

- Consent 

 

Unjust enrichment Other – (Things that 

don’t fit) 
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• Freedom of Contract. You are free to enter into any contract on any terms However, once you sign 

on, you are bound. 

o Began to die when the UK parliament passed law to prevent children to work in coal mines, they 

no longer had the freedom to enter contract on any terms 

o Further died when it was realized that contracts are more vertical in nature. Eg the manufacture 

probably knows more about a product than a reseller who probably knows more than a consumer. 

There was an inequality of bargaining power. There need to be a level of protection. This is where 

consumer protection laws came into effect. This inhibits some freedom of contract. 

o The theory underpinning contract is the Will theory. 

• Will Theory. There is no contract until there is a meeting of the minds: 

o Both intended to contract on specific terms 

o Great in theory but it didn’t work as it was too easy to get out of contract (any mistakes, 

misunderstanding etc you can get out) 

o This gave way to the objective theory of contract. 

Objective theory of Contract 

• Still governs Australian Contract law today 

• Need a subjective meeting of the minds ideally 

• To get there however you only take into account objective evidence. You are not concerned with what a 

party thinks about any statement, you are concerned with:  

How a reasonable person in the position of the parties would interpret that statement 

• Two test can be applied: 

1. Fly on the Wall Objectivity. There is a conversation then subsequently a dispute as to what was 

meant. Get a totally detached third person looking down on the conversation and ask how would 

they reasonably interpret those words. This isn’t what is actually applied. What is actually applied 

is 

How would a reasonable person in the position of the promisee have interpreted those 

words? 

i) A reasonable person is someone with a similar age, background, education. Takes on 

some of the characteristics of the person in which the promise was addressed. It is not 

a completely detached person. 

• Things that inhibit freedom of contract (Not in exam) 

o Capacity. The person does not have the capacity to enter a contract 

o Illegality. Freedom to contract on some subject matter is illegal. 

o Contract in Restraint of trade. E.g. the purchase of a business, I’ll buy the business as long as 

X agree not to open a new business in the area for Y time. This is perfectly legal as long as the 

limits are reasonable. You can’t stop someone making a living. This is difficult to determine 

Contract formation 
Three requirements: 

1. Parties must have reached an agreement 

2. Agreement must be supported by valuable consideration 

3. Intent to Contract 

Each element overlaps, you need to consider as a whole 

Agreements 
Three ways to prove an agreement: 
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1. Sign on the dotted line – Easy (no further discussion required) 

2. Conduct – The way you conduct yourself can show you have entered into an agreement (To be discussed 

later) 

3. Tools of offer and acceptance 

Offer and Acceptance 
Offeror – The person making the offer. 

Offeree – The person receiving the offer. 

• If contract extends over a long period of time with multiple lines of communication, offer and acceptance 

probably won’t work 

• There are some contracts where even though there may be an offer and acceptance there is no contract. 

E.g. sale of land.  

• Courts will manipulate the rules if they give rise to a ridiculous result. 

o Advertising is not an offer 

What is an Offer?  
An expression of willingness to contract on certain terms without further negotiation1 

• How do you work out if there is an offer? Apply the objective test. How would a reasonable person in the 

position of the promisee interpret the statement? 

Australian Woollen Mills Pty Ltd v Cth (1954) 92 CLR 424 

• Leading Australian case on the concepts of Offer 

• Wool industry said there was a contract for the subsidy. Question for the HCA: Was there an offer made 

by the government? No 

o Government had no commercial interest, they were effecting government policy. A reasonable 

person in the position of AWM would have known this. No intention to contract 

o Examined the factors when someone makes an offer? 

i) Did the government request you to buy wool from them? No, you can’t have an offer if 

the government requests that you don’t do anything. 

ii) Did the Government invite you to buy wool from them? No 

Offer v Invitation to Treat 

• ITT comes in two forms: 

1. An expressed willingness to negotiate 

2. Someone invites you to make an offer 

• What is the difference between offer an ITT? Objective test: 

How would a reasonable person in the position of the offeree interpret the statement 

• Courts starting point is that the starting point of negotiations is an ITT. Whoever want to prove otherwise 

bears the onus of proof 

• There are some commonly reoccurring situations: 

o Circulating Merchant Price Lists (Advertising). ITT. Commonsense. If something is on sale 

and you order 100 000 they wouldn’t be able to supply it, you could then sue for breach of contract. 

No one could run a business. You can however cross the line with advertising and become an offer 

(Carboll). 

o The mere reply to an inquiry is not an offer. ‘How much would you sell this for? $20. Sold!’. It has 

to be serious. 

                                                   
1 Intention to contract is already in the definition of an offer, you can’t have an offer without an intention to contract 
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o Auctions. Advertising the auction is an ITT. The offer is your bid, the acceptance is when the 

hammer comes down. What if there is no reserve? What if there is no reserve, you make a bid but 

the hammer does not fall? There is no contract as such because the hammer has not fallen 

however, what you can now do is say that although the advertising was an ITT, buried  within the 

advertising, there was a further offer, an offer to sell to the highest bidder. This offer was accepted 

when the person came along to bid for the goods. As soon as you are the highest bidder you have 

a contract with the auctioneer, you now sue the auctioneer for breach of contract2. Look at all the 

terms very carefully, there could be an offer buried somewhere. 

o Tenders. A call for a tender is an ITT. The offer is when the contractors send in a quote. The 

acceptance is when a winner is announced. The issue is putting a tender together can cost time 

and money. 

i) Process Contract. The call for tenders is an ITT. Within this however is an offer to 

properly consider any tender received that satisfies the terms of the tender. If the terms 

are satisfied and proper consideration is not given you may sue.  

ii) Need to be careful e.g. if your criteria is you will award the contract to the lowest bidder, 

people submit tenders saying I will do it for $50 less than the other guy 

o Good on Display3.  

PBS Position Boots Position (and court) 

• The good on display is an offer, when I pick up 
the good and place them in the basket that is 
acceptance 

• Good sitting on the shelf in a self-serve shop 
is an ITT. The offer is made by the customer 
when they present the goods to the cashier 

• In this situation though aren’t you dictating 
the terms? Wouldn’t the shop want to dictate 
the terms? 

Question. From boots, if the courts saying that this is a presumption of fact or does the language used by the 

judges give rise to a presumption of law? If it is a presumption of law, you cannot rebut it 

o An offer can be made to the entire world. Mount famous case Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co 

[1893] 1 QB 256. The court focused on the words in the advertisement. ‘To show our sincerity’ 

was a willingness to contract on certain terms without negotiation. 

i) Unilateral Contract – An offer in return for an act. We promise to pay you 100 pounds if 

you use the equipment as instructed (Not if you promise to use it as instructed). 

ii) Was there a commercial reason behind the advertising? If they are being sneaky to 

make money then you could say there is a contract. The offer however must be 

reasonable. 

o In order for an offer to be binding it has to be communicated by you or an authorized agent. 

Contract formation Questions 
Greg visited the local supermarket and took from the shelf a bottle of cleaning fluid. Immediately after he placed 

the bottle in the trolley provided, it exploded, severely injuring him. He sued the supermarket alleging a breach 

of contract. Advise Greg. 

• Immediately you would think of boots because the events are similar, however boots is not the leading 

case for offer. 

• Start with the general, move to the specific. 

• The question is: Do you have a contract? 

o What do you need for a contract? Agreement, consideration, intention. Out of these, which is 

in play in this instance? Agreement. 

o In order to prove agreement what do you need? 

 Signed document or; 

                                                   
2 Barry v Davies [2001] 1 All ER 944 
3 Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) [1953] 1 QB 401 
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 Conduct or; 

 Offer and acceptance 

 Which is relevant here? Offer and acceptance 

o You need to determine if there is an offer. How do you do this? Refer to the leading Australian 

case on offer. Australian Wollen mills (Don’t simply go to what is the most relevant case 

simply on the facts (Boots)) 

o Always start with the highest authority on the principle of law that is in play and go from there 

(You may very well get to boots but it is not the starting point) 

 You need to prove if there is an offer.  

 To do this you need to define an offer4.  

 What is the lead case on this5?  

 What does this tell you to look for? What interest do each of the parties have in creating 

a contract (if any)? In this case the Australian Government had no commercial interest. 

 In this instance did the shop request Greg to do anything? Not really 

 Had they invited Greg to do anything? They are inviting you to buy 

 The HCA in Wollen Mills said one of the key indicators of an offer is whether they request 

you do something or invite you to do something. They are inviting you to do something 

here. But is this invitation in the form of an offer or an ITT? How do you draw this line? 

 Leading case on where an advertisement (ITT) crossed the line is Carbill. Is there 

anything in the above situation where it appears the advertiser crossed the line? No 

 So, is it an offer or an ITT? 

 The presumption in Boots is good sitting on a shelf is an ITT. Is this a presumption of 

fact or a presumption of law (Read Boots and decide yourself) lets just say fact so it is 

rebuttable. Therefore is it rebutted in this instance? How would you know? Carbill. 

Carbill is the authority for when an advertisement constitutes an offer. 

 Carbills shops you when an advertisement constitutes an offer. In that case there was 

an offer because of a, b and c. In this instance there is neither so I think the better 

conclusion is that there is not an offer  

For any Question: 
o About Offer – Must refer Woolen Mills 

o Advertising – Must refer Carbills and boots 

Hint 

• If you came to the conclusion that Boots raises a presumption of law (not rebuttable), state ‘assuming Im 

wrong…..’ then go into the other  

• Consider ALL RELEVANT arguments. 

                                                   
4 An expression of willingness to contract on certain terms without further negotiation 
5 Australian Woolen mills 


